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On March 1, 2014, Langley was honored with the key to the city by Mayor Larry Breen, a key to the city for a noted public
servant was presented to former Indiana Governor and present Trump campaign co-chair Mike Pence by Reverend Jesse
Jackson, and a key to the city for a prominent business leader was presented to former Indiana Governor and Trump's daughter
Ivanka by Thomas Williams, the president and CEO of New Mexico investment firm Global Investors Group. References
External links Category:1993 births Category:Living people Category:American motivational speakers Category:American
motivational writers Category:People from South Bend, Indiana Category:Businesspeople from Indianapolis Category:Writers
from Indianapolis Category:People from Vail, Colorado Category:Writers from ColoradoThe field of this invention is
protective articles and more particularly articles used in protecting the user's body from injury and external force such as
impact. The use of so called xe2x80x9cpersonal protectionxe2x80x9d articles is widespread. These articles include those used
for protection in sports, various military uses, police use, personal protection for women and the elderly, and personal protection
for children. In each of these situations, the level of protection may vary significantly. This protection should be able to offer a
wide variety of options and afford the user the ability to select between a variety of levels of protection. Many of the prior art
safety articles do not offer a wide variety of protection and many use bulky or heavy materials that hinder the user""s body and
movement. These articles also may offer limited protection for different parts of the body. It is therefore an object of this
invention to provide a safety article which provides a wide variety of options for the user to select from while maintaining a
lightweight and comfortable design. It is a further object of this invention to provide a safety article which can be easily put on
and taken off while allowing full movement and ease of use for the user. These and other objects will be apparent to those of
ordinary skill in the art from the following description. The present invention relates to safety articles and more particularly to
articles used to protect the body from impact, or external force. One embodiment of the present invention is a safety article
having at least one layer of an elastomeric material. The article may have an external layer and an internal layer of the
elastomeric material and a layer of a soft protective material which is separate from the layer of elast 82157476af
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